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Abstract 

Bio-data analysis deals with the most vital discovering problem of similarity search and finding relationship among 

bio sequences and structures. In this paper, we are trading the problem of discovering the most recurrently occurring 

patterns in a given DNA or protein sequence. Several on hand tools need the user to spell out gap constraints in 

advance in turn to find specific patterns. Practically it is not possible for the user to provide the gap constraints. So 

the need arises of budding an algorithm to obtain the patterns easily on its own without the need of user intervention 

in the form of mentioning of gap constraints. We have got two analytical methods to find out the recurrent 

subsequences and guesstimate the maximum support for data with complexity O(|T|.Sup) where |T| stands for text 

sequence length and Sup represents the number of occurrences of the pattern. We are proposing an altered version of 

the previously proposed algorithm with complexity O(|T|). 

Keywords: Recurring patterns, mining, biological sequences, wild-cards. 

1. Introduction 

Patterns’ appearing recurrently in a data set is known as frequent patterns. Take an example of a transaction data set 

in which a set of items that appears recurrently is known as recurrent item-set. A substructure occurring recurrently is 

known as structured pattern [3,13,23]. While the sequence data availability is escalating everyday due to the 

achievement of genome sequencing of various organisms, our acquaintance about the mystifying gene coding is still 

very inadequate [3,10]. Due to the public availability of genome sequence data a lot of research efforts are being done 

to extract the information of genome sequences.  

Finding out the pattern hidden in the data set is of fore most importance for biologists as it may help them out to 

comprehend and observe the associations among different genes [2,11]. As for an example, it is well known that the 
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distribution of nucleotides is biased and not random and there is a very strong base pair (bp) pattern in the genomes of 

prokaryotes and lower eukaryotes [5,7].  

These patterns are covering around half of the genomes present in prokaryotes and might be major a impenetrable 

network of protein interaction sites in chromosomes [5,8,9]. It is nearly impossible for molecular biologists to realize 

genes and their functionalities without the information of promoter and so is the need to find the promoter 

information arises in order to discover the gene information [1,17].  

In the prediction of protein structure [6,9], sighting of local amino acids interaction pattern along the protein primary 

structure is a very vital objective. Two amino acids present in a region can interact with another amino acid present in 

the same region.  

In this paper, we are study the problem of mining recurring data patterns from biological sequence with supple gap 

constraints, with a particular focus on biological DNA sequences. 

2. Literature Survey 

The discussion of mining of recurring patterns from biological sequences with wildcards problem is discussed in 

[2,11]. The Apriori Algorithm [3] in sequential pattern mining lays a general framework for Algorithm 1[2]. The 

inputs for this algorithm are a sequence T and a support threshold min (sup). The main goal is of generation of all 

frequent candidate subsequences in a breadth first search order by incrementing the subsequence length by one in 

every iteration.  

The iterations will prolong until no more longer frequent subsequences are there in the given text [2],[1]. The 

maneuver of existing algorithm is in following two stages.  

2.1 Candidate generation 

Generating and pruning the candidate subsequences of length k are done by applying a procedure called Apriori-

gen[3]. The main aim is to generate a candidate k subsequences by  means of any two frequent (k-1) subsequences 

and then to prune the recently obtained candidate k-subsequence if any of its (k-1) subsequences is not recurrent 

[2],[1].  

2.2 Maximum support generation 

In this method two different heuristics are used in order to guesstimate the maximum support for a certain 

subsequence. We have two linear time heuristic, one is one-way scan and another is two way scan, to compute the 

maximum no. of non-overlapping occurrences for a subsequence [1,20]. 
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2.2.1 One-Way Scan 

Scanning from left to right and incrementing the counter for a text T is to be done until the incidence of P in T 

appears for a specified subsequence P. Any anon occurrences of P can’t overlie with any formerly found incidence of 

P as affirmed by the one-off condition.  

2.2.2 Two-Way scan 

This method will scan a particular text T from left to right as well as from right to left iteratively to find out the 

incidence of a specified subsequence P[2]. To state the case more precisely, this method will scan starting from left 

most side t1 of T to find out the incidence of p1. Then it will go straight to the right most end tn (n=|T|) after finding 

some ti1=p1 so as to find out the occurrence of last subsequence character pm (m=|P|) in T such that tim=pm . This 

iterative scan process is continued until an occurrence of P is found and is done until there is no more occurrences of 

P is remaining in the text T. Time complexity of two way scan method is O(n.sup) where n is the text sequence length 

|T| and sup represents support for P. Consider an example of text T= ababaabb and subsequence P=abab, the two way 

scan method will find out the two occurrences of P in T as {1,2,6,8} and {3,4,5,7} respectively. From these 

occurrences[2], a pattern can very well be detected as a[0,0]b[0,3]a[1,1]b.   

The two way scan method doesn’t follow the ordering property which states that every character in a later occurrence 

of the pattern always succeeds the character with the same position index in an earlier occurrence of the pattern. The 

enhanced version of two way scan method will simply reorganize the occurrences of characters in different 

occurrences of P. Considering the previously quoted example with the application of ordering property, the third and 

fourth characters can be exchanged in both the occurrences of P in order to obtain a new set of occurrences of P as 

{1,2,5,7} and {3,4,6,8} and thus the pattern obtained for new set of occurrences is a[0,0]b[1,2]a[1,1]b which is much 

compressed then the earlier obtained pattern[1,19,20]. No alteration of generated patterns is needed in one way scan 

method because ordering property always holds true for it. 

Algorithm-1: Pattern Mining(SequenceT, min sup) 

1: generate L1 

2: for k:=2;        = ϕ; k++ do so 

3: Ck:= ϕ; // ϕ represents an empty set 

4: Ck:= Apriori-gen(Lk �1); 

5:   :  ϕ; 
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6: for any P ϵ C  do so 

7:   (sup1, P1):=scanoneway(P, T); 

8:   (sup2, P2):=scantwoway(P, T); 

9:  reverse T and P to try again 

10: sup oneway:=max(sup1,sup1 rev); 

11: sup twoway:=max(sup1,sup1 rev); 

12: max sup:= max(sup oneway ,sup twoway); 

13: if(max sup ≥ min sup) 

14: output that subsequence in pattern format; 

15: insert P into Lk; 

16: end for; 

17: end for; 

3. The Enhanced Algorithm  

3.1 Method 

The proposed work is going to work on the concept of scanning the sequence text from left to right only. The steps of 

the adapted algorithm are:  

(1) To detect the no. of elements in patterns and to count out the no. of occurrences of the element in the specified 

pattern. 

(2) Take positions in the text sequence and to detect the no. of elements by scanning the text sequence from left to 

right as well as keep a count of different elements in the mentioned pattern.  

(3) Measure the ratio of text count to the pattern count for each different element being detected in the pattern.  

(4) Now take the maximum of the ratio obtained for each different element.  

(5)  Ratio value number of positions in proper order is to be taken for different elements obtained from the pattern in 

step (2).  

(6) Step (5) is to be repeated until all the positions are filled. Complexity for this method is O(n) where n symbolizes 

text sequence length. This adapted algorithm is mentioned as ALGORITHM 2. 
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3.2 Complexity Analysis 

Two way scan and one way methods are having a time complexity of  O(|T|. Sup) where Sup stands for support by 

the two way and one way scan methods [1,2]. 

Time complexity for the adapted algorithm is O(n) where n stands for the text sequence length. 

Algorithm-2: PatternMining(Sequence T,MinSup) 

1: for each different Pattern element in Pattern(P) do 

2: element size(Pattern element)=no of occurrences of element in Pattern 

3: end for 

4: for each pattern element in text T do 

5: Pattern element array(Pattern element array count++)=pattern element position in T 

6: end for 

7: for each pattern element in element size array 

8: temp=(Pattern element array count /  

elementsize(Pattern element)) 

9: if min > temp then 

10: min = temp 

11:end if 

12: end for 

13: define Pattern matrix as ((min ×Pattern size)) 

14: for i=0 to min  

15: index=0 

16:for each Pattern element in Pattern do 

17: for k=0 to Pattern element array count 

18: if index==0 and deleted 

pattern element array(k) == false then 

19: Pattern matrix(i,index++)=Pattern element array(k) 

20: deleted pattern element array(k)=true; break 

21: else 
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22: if deleted pattern element array(k)==false and Pattern matrix(i,index-1) <Pattern element array(k) then 

23: Pattern matrix(i,index++) =pattern element array(k) 

24: deleted pattern element array(k) =true; 

break 

25: end if 

26: end if 

27: end for 

28: end for 

29: end for 

30: if index==Pattern size then 

31:break 

32: end if 

33: i-1 Pattern occurrences found 

34: if (i- ) ≥ MinSup then 

35: output that subsequence in pattern format; 

36: end if 

Experimental Result 

In this work we have taken same input for existing algorithm as well as for the improved algorithm. The output that is 

average accuracy and efficiency which came by giving the same input to both the algorithms is shown in Table 1 and 

bar chart in Fig 1. These three sets of frequent patterns have shown in table 2 with their distributed length. We 

compare the number of occurences for each pattern by the two counting heuristics, and the enhanced algorithm and 

the results are shown in Fig 2.  It is examined that on an average, an improved algorithm outperforms a two way scan, 

and performs similarly as the one way scan.  

Table 1: Comparison table in terms of accuracy and execution time. 

Algorithm Time(m.s) Accuracy(%) 

One-way scan 7.9 98 

Two-way scan 8.66 63 
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Enhanced 

algorithm 

6.04 100 

 

Table 2: Distribution of Patterns for AX829174, |T | = 1000 and Minimum support = 100 

Pattern 

Size |P| 

3 4 5 6 7 8 

One-way 

scan 

877 727 534 297 102 12 

Two-way 

scan 

624 310 70 0 0 0 

Enhanced 

algorithm 

877 731 534 297 105 14 

 

 

Fig 1. Performance Comparison Chart. 

 

Fig 2. Comparison of the Two heuristics and the Enhanced algorithm on 100 patterns of AX829174, |T| = 1000. 
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4. Conclusion 

In this paper we have taken a challenging task of frequent pattern mining from sequences with wild cards. The 

present algorithm has a complexity of O(|T|.Sup) where Sup denotes the number of pattern occurrences whereas the 

improved algorithm has an complexity of O(n) where n denotes the sequence length (n = |T |) . Our test results on 

bio-sequence indicate that our improved algorithm is found accurate in 90% of the cases. It is examined that on an 

average, an improved algorithm outperforms a two way scan, and performs similarly as the one way scan. We are 

looking for the future work that can find the possibility to come out with best solution to this problem. 
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